FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
Why are these trainings so important?
Mental health interventions in the workplace help attract and
retain talent, reduce controllable health risks, mitigate the
stress employees naturally experience as a by-product of their
job, combat stress from external sources (COVID-19, life
stress, traumas), and improve overall productivity and mindset.

We have an EAP (Employee Assistance
Program). Isn’t that enough?
Having resources available, such as an EAP, is a great first
step and you should be proud of that. However, studies show
that many employees don’t feel safe accessing services or
approaching others to ask for help. It requires a culture in the
organization from the top down that says, “it’s OK to ask.”
Additionally, in workplaces where high output is prized,
employees may feel that slowing down or getting help will
paint them as unproductive or risky. Providing trainings like
the ones Emily offers creates a collective understanding and
acceptance, from the top down, for the entire organization.
Additionally, colleague-to-colleague support is an essential
piece of the puzzle, and it is not something that EAP programs
are designed to provide. Emily’s trainings allow each employee
to build their personal resilience while also learning how to
identify concerns for, and provide help to, their coworkers.

Why should I worry about employee burnout?
Everyone is stressed. It goes away, right?
Stress and burnout are related, but they are two different
things. The easiest way to think of burnout is by an equation:
Burnout = stress + inadequate support resources. Burnout
causes employees to think “I’m bad at this work” and “I don’t
even like it or care.” Burnout can cause good employees to
abandon a career instead of seeking rest and support. By
increasing support resources, we help employees reevaluate
their stress within the context of their career, rather than by
quitting because they think it’s the only way to feel whole.

Aren’t these people who are burning out or
getting stressed just bad employees anyways?
On the contrary, studies have shown that those employees who
care most about their work, their workplace, and their
colleagues are the most likely to burn out. They are often so
committed that they lose sight of how to pace themselves.
These are high-value people in your organization and it is in
your best interest to do everything possible to support them!

THINGS PEOPLE say
ABOUT EMILY
Emily is everything I could hope for in
a staff and management trainer. She is
fun, experienced, creative, innovative,
witty, sometimes surprising, and always on
point. Her sessions always give me actionable,
specific, and memorable nuggets of wisdom,
tools, and techniques that I then apply to my
role as a director and professional. I highly
recommend her!
-Nick Robbins, Camp Mowglis

Emily is an outstanding teacher,
facilitator, and mentor. She has both
the experience and the passion to back
up her wonderful and hands-on training
protocols. Bright Moose is a valuable tool
you would be lucky to use.
-Jonathan Caflun, Wekeela

Emily is emerging as one of the most
dynamic and down-to-earth trainers
for the industry. She has a genuine
ability to connect with audiences of all ages
through her wealth of experience, candid
storytelling, and light-hearted sense of humor.
Emily's ability to combine practical, hands-on
learning with effective and motivational
coaching is truly refreshing for frontline
staff and seasoned directors alike!
-Greg Jutkiewicz, Concord Academy

Emily is a wonderful presenter! She
brings a charismatic energy, humor,
and charm. You can expect informative,
easy to understand material for all levels.
We’ve had Emily present on mental health,
self-care, behavior management, inclusion
and more. Our participants rave about her –
we highly recommend.
- Jenna Dunlay, ACA NY/NJ

The way Emily presents is a nice mix
of "formal" - using slideshows/handouts
and "informal" - inviting group question answer
sessions and delving into other topics if the
group wanted information. She is knowledgeable
about the topics and was willing to share her
experiences while also being very open to
recognizing that every program is different
so what works at one may not work at another.
The sessions dealt with some serious and
frustrating topics however she kept the tone
lighthearted. She brings good advice,
collaborative ideas and solutions.
-Day Training Participant

